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Abstract Machine(s)

abstract machine := interpreter for low-level code

according to “machine” model (representation, instruct. set)

abstract machine ~ virtual machine

why abstract machines?

thought models

hardware or OS-level virtualization

AMs for high-level (programming) languages
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Definition and Variants … 



Virtualization everywhere …
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C O V E R  F E A T U R E

P u b l i s h e d  b y  t h e  I E E E  C o m p u t e r  S o c i e t y

Intel Virtualization
Technology 

V irtualizing a computing system’s physical
resources to achieve improved sharing and
utilization has been well established for
decades.1 Full virtualization of all system
resources!including processors, memory,

and I/O devices!makes it possible to run multiple
operating systems on a single physical platform.

In a nonvirtualized system, a single OS controls
all hardware platform resources. A virtualized sys-
tem includes a new layer of software, the virtual
machine monitor. The VMM’s principal role is to
arbitrate accesses to the underlying physical host
platform’s resources so that multiple operating sys-
tems (which are guests of the VMM) can share
them. The VMM presents to each guest OS a set of
virtual platform interfaces that constitute a virtual
machine (VM). 

Once confined to specialized, proprietary, high-
end server and mainframe systems, virtualization is
now becoming more broadly available and is sup-
ported in off-the-shelf systems based on Intel archi-
tecture (IA) hardware. This development is due in
part to the steady performance improvements of
IA-based systems, which mitigates traditional vir-
tualization performance overheads. Other factors
include new creative software approaches that ad-
dress the difficulties inherent to IA virtualization2-4

and the emergence of novel applications for virtu-
alization in both industry and academia.

VIRTUALIZATION USAGE MODELS
Classic benefits of virtualization include improved

utilization, manageability, and reliability of main-

frame systems.5 Several users with differing OS
requirements can more easily share a virtualized
server, OS upgrades can be staged across VMs to
minimize downtime, and failures in guest software
can be isolated to the VMs in which they occur.

While these benefits have traditionally been con-
sidered valuable in high-end server systems, recent
academic research and emerging new VMM-based
products suggest that the benefits of virtualization
have wider appeal across a broad range of both
server and client systems. Figure 1 illustrates three
categories of functional capabilities that encompass
a broad range of virtualization usages.

Workload isolation
Virtualization can improve overall system secu-

rity and reliability by isolating multiple software
stacks in their own VMs. Security may be improved
because intrusions can be confined to the VM in
which they occur, while reliability can be enhanced
because software failures in one VM do not affect
the other VMs.

Thomas Bressoud and Fred Schneider examined
the application of virtualization techniques to
achieve system fault tolerance by running identical
copies of the same workload in two separate VMs
to recover from system failures.6 The Terra7 and
ReVirt8 projects are recent academic explorations
into the use of virtualization for improved security.
Principles of system-software isolation feature
prominently in Microsoft’s NGSCB (Next-
Generation Secure Computing Base)9 and in
VMware’s ACE (Assured Computing Environment).

Once confined to specialized server and mainframe systems, virtualization
is now supported in off-the-shelf systems based on Intel architecture 
hardware. Intel Virtualization Technology provides hardware support 
for processor virtualization, enabling simplifications of virtual machine
monitor software. Resulting VMMs can support a wider range of legacy 
and future operating systems while maintaining high performance.
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Hardware

OS-level

High-level languages

This chapter describes the basics of Carbon, how it fits into Mac OS X, and the tools you use to build
Carbon applications.

What's in Carbon?

Carbon contains thousands of functions, data structures, and constants. Related functions and data
structures are organized into functional groups, usually referred to as managers or services. For
example, the Window Manager contains functions and data structures that let you create, remove,
and otherwise manipulate application windows.

As a general rule, Carbon interfaces are those that are part of the Carbon umbrella framework; that
is, those that are included when you include the Carbon.h header.

This document also describes a number of managers or services that you can call from a Carbon
application (for example, Quartz and QuickTime). Some of these technologies use Objective-C, which
may require you to write some wrapper code.

Carbon and Mac OS X

As shown in the following figure, Carbon is one of several application environments available on
Mac OS X.

These other environments include:

 ! Cocoa. The object-oriented interface for writing Mac OS X applications in Objective-C.

What's in Carbon? 7
2005-11-09 | © 2005 Apple Computer, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Carbon Basics



AMAχOS—AM for Web Querying

abstract machine ~ instruction set + machine model

just like algebra ~ operators + data model

both: precise query semantics

on a “logical” level   ———   on the operational/physical level

“optimizability”

different combinations of instructions with equivalent 

overall result but different performance characteristics

4

Operational Semantics for Xcerpt



AMAχOS—AM for Web Querying
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Vision …

language neutral

starting with a bias towards Xcerpt

already: query core applicable for {Xcerpt, XQuery, XSLT, SPARQL}

focus: in-memory processing of distributed data

no (guaranteed) control over storage and indexing of data

ad-hoc index creation (like XSLT key) and data model selection

+: distributed evaluation (if additional query nodes known)

distribute compiled code over nodes acc. cost estimation



AMAχOS—AM for Web Querying

Are we alone in this?

not quite: XLSTVM now part of Oracle DB

centralized query processing

very specialized instruction set for XLST 1.0/Oracle

algebra vs. abstract machine

very similar idea: operators and their semantics

but: usually tightly integrated (at least on physical layer)

algebra for XML querying hot research issue
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We have principles …



Enough vision already…

… on to the details …



How to evaluate this?
one “eval” operator?

splitting it into base relations → conjunctive queries
root(v0) ∧ child(v0, v1) ∧ label(v1, “a”) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ label(v2, “b”) …

much better for optimization (move “tough” decisions to compile-time)

but: naively done exponential

compromise
path, twig operators: root(v0) ∧ path(v0,“a.b”, v1) …

split at join and result variable
8

AMAχOS—Core
Example …var Y ←

  a[[ b { var X }, 
      var Y → desc c { var X } ]]



AMAχOS—Core
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Data Model …

several variants but common principles:

basic type: node with properties

element (structured) vs. content (atomic) nodes

semi-structured data model with node identity

differs from previous Xcerpt DM (infinite regular trees)

memory model: memoization matrix

non-1-normal-form table of operator results

non-redundant (polynomial) store of query results
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‘Cicero’
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Three phase algorithm

matrix population

evaluates only a spanning tree T of operators from query Q

“directed” semi-joins → polynomial evaluation

expansion of non-tree joins (similar to OO DBS case)

worst-case exponential in time and space

matrix consumption

construction in the flavor of complex value algebra

11

AMAχOS—Core
Operators …



Matrix population (spanning tree T of query Q)

unary relations (property filters)

binary & ternary relations (structural assembly)

basic relations (child, desc), (reg.) path operators, twig operators

Non-tree join expansion

value, identity, and (direct) structural join

Matrix consumption

basic constructors for each node type

grouping, aggregation, order, …

12

AMAχOS—Core
Operators …



Lot’s of freedom at compilation
how to distribute operators between phase (1) and (2)

matrix population: semi-joins, but only acyclic CQ

join expansion: arbitrary shape, but exponential

“cover” areas for join variables to reduce exponent
hypertree/query decomposition

choosing the “right” operator
conjunction of base relations vs. twig operator

supportive indices and DM variants
e.g., set-based vs. streaming (time vs. space)

13

AMAχOS—Core
Optimizability …



Complexity
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AMAχOS—Execution
The core of the core: the evaluation algorithm …

tree query graph query

tree data O(q · v2 + o) O(vq)
graph data O(q · v · e + o) O(vq)

Table 1: Overview of Combined Time Complexity
(q: number of query variables; e, v number of edges,
vertices resp., in the data; o: size of output)

data form a common query core for RDF query languages
such as SPARQL [22] and general semi-structured query lan-
guages such as Lorel [2] and Xcerpt [23].

Compared to full semi-structured query languages, the
main restrictions of n-ary conjunctive queries are twofold:
(1) They provide no result construction: The result of an
n-ary conjunctive query is just a set of tuples of bindings for
the n answer variables, each tuple representing one match,
whereas full semi-structured query languages allow addi-
tional construction including grouping and aggregation on
these results. (2) They are composition-free in the sense of
[17], i.e., the query can only access the original input data,
but no intermediary results can be constructed or queried,
preventing in particular the use of views, rules, or functions.
The second restriction is less easy to overcome and dropping
it makes the query evaluation far more expensive, cf. [17].

An extension of the results presented here that drops the
first restriction is straightforward and covers composition-
free core XQuery without negation as defined in [17]. Indeed,
the algorithms presented in this paper rea!rm the complex-
ity results from [17] on tree data and extend them to graph
data.

For the evaluation of n-ary conjunctive queries, we present
two algorithms both founded on a compact data structure,
called “memoization matrix”, for memorizing intermediary
results during the evaluation of an n-ary query. The two
algorithms di"er only in the way the memoization matrix
is filled: The first algorithm uses a bottom-up strategy for
filling matrix cells starting with variables in leaf nodes of
the query. The second algorithm performs a recursive de-
scent over the query tree populating the matrix top-down
from root to leaf query nodes. More involved population
strategies are conceivable (e.g., a mix of the two presented
algorithms or a pathwise population inspired by [20]), but
only briefly outlined in this article.

Both algorithms can be applied in the same manner to
tree and graph data, only the computation of the structural
relations is a"ected by the type of data. Unsurprisingly,
the shape of the query has a more pronounced e"ect on the
complexity and performance of the evaluation algorithms:
Where for path and tree queries the complexity of the eval-
uation algorithms is polynomial, graph queries require expo-
nential time for evaluation. This is in line with complexity
results in [14, 15] that show that evaluation of graph queries
even against tree data is NP-complete.

Two variants of matrix consumption and result genera-
tion algorithms are discussed: The first variant provides an
in-memory representation of all result tuples that is useful if
further processing such as aggregation or grouping is going
to take place on the result tuples, the second variant com-
putes the result tuples on the fly (using, e.g., a simple nested
loop join) in exponential time but requiring only polynomial
space. Both variants are justified and useful, depending on
the construction performed on the results, if any.

The remainder of this article is organized along its con-

tributions:
1: Based on the formalization of the query core of many
semi-structured query languages as n-ary conjunctive que-
ries (Section 2), a memoization technique for the compact
representation of intermediary and final results of an n-ary
conjunctive query is introduced in Section 3. This “me-
moization matrix” forms the core of the proposed novel eval-
uation technique, but allows for variation in two respects:
first the population of the matrix and second the consump-
tion of the matrix for result generation.
2: We introduce two algorithms for populating this matrix,
one bottom-up in Section 4.1, one top-down in Section 4.2,
and compare these algorithms w.r.t. complexity and likely
usage scenarios. In an outlook, further population strategies
are briefly noted. These algorithms can be used for both tree
and graph data.
3: We introduce three algorithms for matrix consumption,
one for tree queries (Section 5.1), one for graph queries (Sec-
tion 5.2) which also enforces the remaining non-hierarchical
relations that are unconsidered during matrix population,
and one based on nested loop joins (Section 5.3). Above
this, we show how order restrictions can be enforced using
the matrix consumption algorithm for graphs (Section 6).
4: Careful complexity analysis of the algorithms in Sec-
tions 4 and Section 5 is complemented by an extensive ex-
perimental evaluation (Section 7) that confirms that the pro-
posed algorithms are competitive with the best known evalu-
ation techniques for tree data but also extend to graph data.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is the first evalua-
tion technique for semi-structured data with this property.
This result applies over all three classes of queries consid-
ered, viz. n-ary path, tree, and graph queries. A summary
of the complexity results for tree and graph queries is given
in Table 1.
5: In an outlook further optimizations regarding advanced
query constructs such as optional query parts or negation
and the relation of the presented technique to relational
query planing and constraint solving are briefly outlined
(Section 8).

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Graph Data Model
From the perspective of their data model, many Web rep-

resentation formats such as XML, RDF, and Topic Maps
have a lot of commonalities: the data is semi-structured,
tree- or graph-shaped, and sometimes ordered, sometimes
not (XML elements vs. XML attributes, RDF sequence con-
tainers vs. bag containers). In this article, we choose finite
unranked labeled ordered simple directed graphs as
common data model for Web data. Precisely, a query is
evaluated against a data graph D over a label alphabet #L

and a value alphabet #V . A data graph is represented as a
5-tuple

D = (N, E, R,L,V),

where N is the set of nodes of the graph, E ! N " "N
the set of edges, R ! N the set of root vertices, L : N # #L

the labeling function, and V : N # #V the value assignment
function. There are a few note-worthy observations about
this data model:

D is a simple directed graph, i.e., there are neither multi-
edges nor loops in the graph (but other, i.e., indirect, cycles
are allowed). This restriction is used to simplify the presen-
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AMAχOS—Execution
The core of the core: the evaluation algorithm …
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AMAχOS—Execution
The core of the core: the evaluation algorithm …
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AMA!OS Node

Local Data Source
—e.g. document
—e.g. database

Remote Data Source
—e.g. Web service

Application
control API (Java)

Application
Web Service API

Application
command-line  interface

Xcerpt Node

  Query Compiler

Xcerpt Program
rule 1: 
   c1 ! q1,1 ∧ q1,2 ∧ … ∧ q1,k1

rule 2: 
   c2 ! q2,1 ∧ q2,2 ∧ … ∧ q2,k2

rule 3:
   c3 ! q3,1 ∨ q3,2 ∨ … ∧ q3,k3

…

rule 1
rule 2

rule n

AMA!OS Code

Hint Segment

Dependency 
Segment

Code Segment

…

rule 1

rule 2

rule n

AMA!OS Node

AMA!OS Node

Local Data Source
—e.g. document
—e.g. database

AMA!OS NodeAMA!OS Node

Local Data Source
—e.g. document
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AMA!OS Node

Remote Data Source
—e.g. Web service
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query 
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Query Network
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Compilation API
— simple observation and control API
— compilation strategies

Execution & Answer API

Data Access Layer

Parsing & Validation Layer Compilation Layer

Serialization LayerSchema Access Layer

Execution Layer (AMA!OS)

— control, observation, parameterization
— OO & Web Service API

— program parsing and validation
— multi-parser, normalization, modules 

— unsatis!able, tautological parts
— extensive query optimization

— pattern matching engine
— rule dispatcher and engine

— provides access to schema of data
— type checking for compilation

— incremental data access
— storage and indexing engine

— incremental answer creation
— versatile Web format supportDa
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And a way to realize them …
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rule 1
rule 2

AM Code
Hint Segment

Dependency 
Segment

Code Segment

…

Abstract Machine AMA!OS

Rule Engine

Storage Manager

Pattern Matching Engine

Variable Node Sub-Matrix

v5 d2 Variable Node Sub-Matrix

v4 d3

v3 d11

v2 d13

v4 d5 Variable Node Sub-Matrix

Variable Node Sub-Matrix

v1 d6
v1 d7

Figure 3: Filled Memoization Matrix (on Data of
Figure 1)

T (Q), and a data graph D with nodes N , a memoization
matrix for the evaluation of Q against D is a recursive data
structure representing all possible bindings of query vari-
ables in Q to nodes from D. The memoization matrix is
a relation containing for each qs ! SourceVars(T (Q)) and
each possible binding n ! N for qs that satisfies all prop-
erty relations on qs one triple (qs, n, M !) with M ! a sub-
set of the memoization sub-matrix for Q\SourceVars(T (Q))
such that for each tuple (q!, n!, M !!) ! M ! and each atom
rel(qs, q

!) ! T (Q), it holds that (n, n!) ! !rel "D.

Intuitively, this definition requires that the bindings for
source variables in a sub-matrix M ! are structurally com-
patible with the binding of the source variable in the corre-
sponding tuple of M .

Notice that only the spanning tree of Q, denoted by T (Q),
is considered in the memoization matrix. The memoization
matrix ensures only consistency in respect of relations within
T (Q). It does not ensure that the valuations are consistent
w.r.t. relations outside T (Q). Exploiting the tree shape
of T (Q), thus makes a local evaluation of relations possi-
ble: A full-match can be incrementally computed from local
matches that consider parent and child variables in the tree
query in isolation.

To avoid multiple computations of matches in the case
of queries where the same data node can be a match for a
variable under di!erent constellations of the remaining vari-
ables, the memoization matrix shares tuples where possible:
Each tuple (q, n, M) exists only once and is referenced if
the same tuple may occur in di!erent sub-matrices. Notice,
that sharing of tuples only occurs between sub-matrices at
the same level (i.e., sub-matrices of the same common super-
matrix). The following sections show how this property can
be ensured during the construction of the memoization ma-
trix. Notice once more that this property relies on the tree
structure of the relations checked in the memoization ma-
trix.

It is furthermore assumed that the matrix is clustered by
variables allowing linear access to all entries relating to a
variable.

Figure 3 shows the memoization matrix for the evaluation
of the query from Figure 4 against the sample data graph
from Figure 1.

The algorithms for matrix population discussed in the fol-
lowing section guarantee a population of the matrix for a

conference

paper name

member

v2

Child+ Child

Child+

Root

Child+

v1
author

v3

v4

v5

Figure 4: Modified Sample Query

given n-ary conjunctive query Q against a data graph D
takes at most O(|Vars(Q)| · |N | · |E|) time, where |Vars(Q)|
denotes the number of variables in Q, |N | the number of
nodes, and |E| the number of edges in the data graph D.
Note that in the special case of tree-shaped data, |E| = |N |"
1, so that the worst case complexity becomes O(|Vars(Q)| ·
|N |2). The size of the memoization matrix is in O(Vars(Q) ·
|N |2) independently from the used algorithm, just by assum-
ing sharing of submatrices, as demonstrated in the following.

Lemma 1 (Size of Memoization Matrix). The size
of the memoization matrix M for a query Q and a data
graph D with nodes N is bounded by (2q " 1) · v2, where
q = |V ars(Q)|, and v = |N |.

Proof. By structural induction over T (Q).
Query leaves: It holds that q = 1, and obviously the number
of valuations for a single variable is bounded by v. The size
of the memoization matrix is q · v # (2q " 1) · v2.
Inner query nodes: Let the inner query node i have c chil-
dren. It holds that the sum of nodes of all child queries is
equal to q " 1 =

Pc
j=1 qj (i). There are again at most v

valuations of i. As tuples are shared over parent matrices,
there is at most one tuple for each such valuation. The size
of the sub-matrix contained in the tuple itself is bounded by
c ·v, as each child has at most v assignments. The size of all
tuples for the inner node i (i.e. of the complete sub-matrix
of i) is hence c · v2. The overall matrix size is, using the
induction hypothesis,

cX

j=1

(2qi"1) ·v2 + c ·v2 (i)
= (2(q"1)" c+ c) ·v2 # (2q"1) ·v2.

Based on the populated matrix, the algorithms discussed
in Section 5 traverse the memoization matrix, enforce the
remaining (non-hierarchical) relations, if there are any, and
create the output according to the query semantics intro-
duced above.

4. MATRIX POPULATION
The compact memoization matrix introduced in the last

section can be produced bottom-up (Match", Section 4.1)
or top-down (Match#, Section 4.2), that is, starting with
the root variable and the root data node or with the leaf
variables and all data nodes. While both algorithms have
the same worst case complexity, experimental evaluation in
Section 7 shows that an in-memory implementation of the
bottom-up algorithm has an experimental runtime close to
the worst case complexity, while the top-down approach dis-
plays far better runtime behavior in realistic cases.
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core layer: execution or AMAχOS proper …
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Query Compilation

Logical Optimization—Algebraic Optimization
Physical Plan Generation

Code Generation

Index and Storage Model Selection

Rewriting 
System

Typed 
AST

Query Classification

Optimized
Logical QP

Translation logical algebra
— patterns: annotated 

conjunctive queries over 
semi-structured graphs

— rules: unfolding into 
complex value or object 
algebra where possible

   
Physical 

Query Plan

Operator Algorithm Selection

Code 
Generator

Rewriting system
— elimination of dead and
     tautological query parts
— join placement optimization
— query compaction 
     (common subexpressions)

Query Plan

Canonic

Logical

determines class of query, e.g., to 
choose e!cient alg. for sub-languages

determines realization of operators
generate AM-code
— direct representation of physical 

query plan
— platform-independent
—  motion of invariant code
— dead-code elimination
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Figure 5: Exemplary Join and Projection Specifica-
tion

sub-matrices of a given level share the same structure, each
kind of cartesian product is performed several times for each
sub-matrix.

Of course, these additional selections should be applied
as soon as possible (i.e., pushed down) to keep intermedi-
ate results small. Since existentially quantified variables in-
volved in join conditions must be kept until these joins are
performed, it is furthermore necessary to infer the position
at which each existentially quantified join variable can be
projected away. Hence, a join and projection specification
!!!!spec is associated with each variable. This specifica-
tion defines which joins and which projections can be per-
formed when outputting the results for x. It furthermore
determines the ordering of joins and projections.

Since join order optimization is out of the scope of this
paper, the output algorithm abstracts from these topics by
assuming the existence of a specification !!!!spec for each
variable, and of a function that applies these join specifi-
cation to a set of valuation sets. Using a set of valuations
instead of a canonical cartesian product allows to use joins
instead of selections, increasing the performance of the out-
put algorithm considerably. The join and projection specifi-
cation is typically created by the query planner and can be
executed by a conventional relational query engine.

Figure 5 shows an example of a join and projection specifi-
cation. Recall, that JoinVars(Q) is the set of join variables,
i.e., the set of variables that are existentially quantified (no
answer variables) and occur in at least one binary relation
that is not part of T (Q).

Algorithm 4 OutputG(x, n, M)

1: if !(x, n) defined then
2: return !(M)
3: if x " FreeVars(Q) # JoinVars(Q) then
4: AS $ {{[x : n]}}
5: else
6: AS $ {{[]}}
7: for all x! " "1(M) do
8: Ax! $ %
9: for all n!, M ! : (x!, n!, M !) " M do

10: Ax! $ Ax! # OutputT (x!, n!, M !)
11: AS $ AS # {Ax!}
12: A $apply !!!!spec(x) to AS

13: !(x, n) $ A
14: return A

The new algorithm however exhibits exponential worst

case runtime in that it may perform at worst q!3 cartesian
products without any selection based on non-tree edges (q
being again q = |V ars(Q)|). In this case, the size and time
complexity are both in O(|N |q), as the output algorithm
keeps the set of valuations in memory.

Furthermore, the cost of value-based joins that are as-
sessed with a cost function j(|N |) must be considered. The
worst case estimation is as follows: as every variable can
be involved in a join, there are at most q ! 1 value-based
joins (as equality is transitive, a query with more than q!1
joins can be transformed into an equivalent query with q!1
joins). Furthermore, every tuple of an exponential sized in-
termediate result is joined with each value-based join. As
the application of a join reduces the result size by a factor at
least linear in |N |, the overall runtime can be aproximated
as O(

Pq
i=2 j(|N |) · |N |i) = O(j(|N |) · |N |q).

Proposition 2 (Complexity of OutputG). The al-
gorithm OutputG has O(j(|N |) · |N |q) time complexity and
O(|N |q) space complexity.

Creating a structural tree query from a graph query is
unfavorable for this worst case complexity, since it is ex-
ponential in the number of variables and the corresponding
structural tree query with value joins for a graph query has
up to twice the number of variables as the graph query.
For realistic cases however, this is a technique to transform
tree-relation join conditions that are not verifiable in con-
stant time into identity joins. Alternatively, it is possible in
the match algorithms to create (in the top-down approach
reasonably small) on-the-fly indexes for the non-tree struc-
tural relations, assuring a fast verification of these relations
in Output. The quadratic increase of the exponential factor
can hence be avoided.

5.3 Incremental Matrix Consumption for Trees
and Graphs

The previous two algorithms are tailored to provide an
in-memory representation of all answers of a query and are
thus both in time and space complexity bound by the out-
put size. An in-memory representation of the answers is
useful to perform further processing based on the answers,
e.g., for structural grouping, aggregation, or ordering. How-
ever, in many cases an incremental output of the answers
is preferable, in particular if further processing can also be
realized in an incremental manner. Incremental answer gen-
eration can be realized using the algorithm OutputNLJ , a
slightly modified incremental nested loop join over the me-
moization matrix. The algorithm uses the structure of the
matrix instead of join attributes, but is otherwise – leaving
aside partitioning issues – a standard nested loop join and
therefore omitted here for space reasons.

Proposition 3 (Complexity of OutputNLJ).
The algorithm OutputNLJ has time complexity O(|N |q) and
space complexity O(q · n2) on tree queries, on graph queries
time complexity O(j(|N |) · |N |q) and space complexity O(q ·
n2).

The advantage of OutputNLP is the low space complexity
that is essentially bound by the size of the memoization ma-
trix. However, this advantage is paid for by an exponential
time complexity in almost all cases. Furthermore, this expo-
nential time complexity is reached in many practical cases,
making this algorithm suitable only for cases where space
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The other core: optimization and compilation …
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➊    “Compile once”

➋   “Execute anywhere”

➌   “Optimize all the time”

AMAχOS Abstract Machine for Xcerpt on Semi-structure Data

The end (of the talk) …

novel approach to query execution

uniform platform for distributed evaluation

separation of querying and compilation

lots of open issues, e.g., 

data structures

compilation & evaluation of 

high-level language constructs


